MAVRIK. ALL THE AMMUNITION YOU NEED.

Now. Take your best shot against insects and mites.

No matter what you’re taking care of, MAVRIK AQUAFLOW® Insecticide will take care of your insects and mites.

There has never been a single product that handles so many pests, while being so convenient to use and so safe to plants. MAVRIK is a non-restricted material, and it has been tested on more than a hundred ornamental species without a report of any phytotoxicity.

MAVRIK is a water-based flowable, so it’s convenient to mix, and there is no odor and very little visible residue. The dilution range is flexible—use more for mites, less for most other pests.

Use MAVRIK on trees, shrubs, lawns. Use it on aphids, thrips, whiteflies, worms, blackvine weevils, two-spotted and European red mites. Once applied, MAVRIK won’t hurt bees or most other beneficials.

You won’t find the convenience and broad spectrum coverage of MAVRIK in any other product. And since MAVRIK is available at your local distributor, all you have to do is ask for it.

Zoecon Corporation, a Sandoz Company
Crop Protection Division
Palo Alto, California 94304

Use pesticides effectively. Read and follow label directions carefully.
© 1986 Zoecon Corporation
MAVRIK and MAVRIK AQUAFLOW are trademarks of Sandoz, Ltd.
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Walker allows the noxious weed yarrow (some varieties are known as Queen Anne’s Lace) to grow free in the traps, creating an ornamental look.

A member of a religious singing group, summer helper Asmus will graduate in the spring, 1987 with an associate degree of applied science in turfgrass management.

Fellow crew member Chase Clements Jr. has a well-known name in the Toledo area. His father, Chase Clements Sr., is a columnist for the local Toledo Blade newspaper. Chase Jr. is also an aspiring writer.

A long career
Walker, in his sixth year, is preparing for his first major tournament. That’s something special for a man who began raking bunkers at Inverness when he was 14.

When former superintendent Wilbert Waters retired in 1980, his understudy Walker came back to Dorr Street (Inverness’ location in southwest Toledo) to fulfill his dream.

“I’m really proud of this course,” says the 35-year-old. “Being the superintendent here is something I’ve always wanted to do.”

Walker, with an agronomy degree from Ohio State University, has also worked at Muirfield Village Golf Club (Dublin, Ohio), Kettering Country Club (Defiance, Ohio), and Highland Meadows (Sylvania, Ohio).

Inverness, 1986 style
When Inverness hosted its first U.S. Open in 1920, contestants were housed at five downtown hotels and paid rates ranging from $1.50 to $5 per night. They’ll pay a little more this year.

And the course they’ll play has also changed substantially.

In 1979, four new holes were added to relieve congestion and accommodate today’s galleries. Numbers 3 (par 3, 185 yards), 5 (par 4, 401 yards), 6 (par 3, 220 yards), and 8 (par 5, 528 yards) were added for the 1979 U.S. Open.

The battle still rages between traditionalists and progressives about the additions. However, the PGA press kit notes: “...as the new holes mature and the memory of those eliminated fades, the furor has somewhat subsided. Most of

‘Something like the PGA pulls (the crew) together. They realize it’s once in a lifetime event and they get to participate in it.’

—Tom Walker

Inverness is still pure Donald Ross (the original architect).”

The course measures 6,982 yards with a par of 71.

There’s no arguing over the fact that Inverness is well-respected and highly-rated in the golf world. Golf Digest ranked Inverness 55th among the nation’s top 100 golf courses in 1985.

Back to normal
Walker and crew admit there’s something special about preparing for a major golf tournament. But when the last hot dog wrapper is vacuumed after the PGA, Inverness will return to serenity with its 220 members at center stage.

That’s fine for Walker, who knows success begins and ends with your members. “Our members care about this course as much as we do,” says Walker, who prefers to stay behind the scenes.

Walker believes he and the crew are doing their jobs when they don’t hear from the members. “Few know where my building is but if we have to shut the course down on a wet day, I’ll be in the men’s grill going from table to table explaining to them what we’re doing...” says Walker.

It could be that kind of attitude that makes Inverness a great place to belong and one of America’s top courses. WT&T
RYAN® INTRODUCES THE
Lawnaire IV

The self-propelled walk-behind aerator that does a professional job on home lawns and smaller turf areas.

- Equipped with 30-3/4" coring tines providing an aeration pattern of 9 holes per square foot.
- Penetration up to 2 3/4".
- Two weight options provided for increased downward pressure - a 38 lb. steel bar and/or steel drum that holds 55 lbs. of water.
- Convenient lift handle for raising and lowering transport wheels which provide added maneuverability.

LAWNAIRE IV SPECIFICATIONS
Model 544863

DIMENSIONS
Width ............................................. 28"
Swath ............................................. 19"
Weight ............................................. Dry-215 lbs.
Water in drum-265 lbs. (6.6 gallon capacity).

POWER
Engine ............... 4-cycle, 3 hp industrial with 6:1 gear reduction, dual air cleaner, with rotary on-off switch, low tone muffler.
Clutch .................. Belt tightener.
Driver .................. Primary: V-belt 4L-section to clutch idler. Secondary: #40 roller chain to tine assembly. Transport: #40 roller chain to barrel.

Lubrication ................. Two grease fittings in each axle hub.
UNIT
Penetration ................. Up to 2 3/4"
Aeration Pattern ................. 3 3/4" x 7" center to center.
Speed ................. Operation: 225 f.p.m.
Transport: 190 f.p.m.
Productivity ................. Up to 21,000 sq. ft. per hour.
Tines .................. 3/4" Coring-type, formed from .08" thick heat-treated alloy steel, 30 tines per aerator.
Tires ................. Two 8 x 1.75 semi-pneumatic with ball bearings.

Designed for the professional who wants to provide quality core-type aerification at a high rate of speed, the new Lawnaire IV is the most dependable walk-behind roll-type aerator on the market.

More and more homeowners are asking for lawn aeration to break down thatch and improve turf quality. The Lawnaire IV offers lawn care professionals and rental outlets a core aerator that "pays for itself in just weeks."
Emergency access roads can be attractive; porous pavement is cost-effective solution

The $80 million Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Laguna Niguel, Calif., and the Trammel Crow Company's 14.6-acre business park (Clauset Centre in Costa Mesa, Calif.) needed something more aesthetically pleasing than concrete when it came to installing emergency access roads. So Sullivan Concrete Textures of Costa Mesa was selected to install Grasscrete for the resort's poolside and the business park’s subterranean parking structure rooftop.

Grasscrete, a Bomanite process product of structurally sound porous pavement, has recently become dramatically more cost-effective. In the past, the cast-in-place monolithic continuously reinforced grass and concrete pavement had been installed using plastic forms which were melted away during the construction process. A new installation technique developed by Bomanite Corp. uses special forms which can be withdrawn and used again. The result is a large reduction of material and labor costs which allows Grasscrete to be priced competitively with pre-cast grass and concrete products.

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel installed Grasscrete in two courtyards. The hotel frequently uses the area for barbeques which poses a fire threat. "Because of an Orange County stipulation, we had to have fire truck access," explains Kevin O'Keefe, the Ritz-Carlton's director of landscaping. "Grasscrete was the only option we had in lieu of concrete or asphalt." O'Keefe says the bluegrass/fescue continues on page 58

The Clauset Centre in Costa Mesa, Calif, where Sullivan Concrete Textures of Costa Mesa performed the installation.

NEW TURF-TYPE TALL FESCUES
Now, more than ever the choice of professionals.

Join the rapidly growing number who select Tall Fescue for:

- rich, dark green dense turf
- low maintenance
- soil and climate adaptability
- tolerance to shade and cold
- tolerance to heat and drought
- resistance to disease
- durability and longer wear
- year-round beauty and performance

Oregon Turf Type Tall Fescue has all the superior qualities you want and need: beauty and rugged stability. Demand the perfect choice for low maintenance turf, ideal for playing fields, parks, home lawns, airfields, roadways, industrial and commercial sites and more.

For more information, contact your seed dealer, or write to:

OREGON TALL FESCUE COMMISSION
2140 Turner Rd. SE., Salem, Oregon 97302
Phone (503) 585-1157
You'll quickly notice Mustang's finer texture, rich dark green color and dense, uniform turf—and you'll understand why we say Mustang has bluegrass-like qualities.

But there's more to Mustang turf-type tall fescue than beauty; it's tough and durable. It's heat and drought tolerance, winter hardiness, and ability to endure low mowing heights are remarkable. Mustang even shows improved resistance to *Helminthosporium* netblotch and many other diseases.

Best of all, Mustang is practical, because it performs extremely well under low maintenance conditions like minimum fertilization, watering and mowing. National tests and actual applications in parks, golf courses and playing fields have proven it.

That's why Mustang is becoming the favorite choice of professional turf managers, over K-31 and many other commercially available varieties.

For bluegrass qualities and tall fescue practicality, use the professional's choice—Mustang turf-type tall fescue.
A Guide to Landscape Management

COOL-SEASON TURF/WARM-SEASON TURF

Your complete guide to herbicides and fungicides, designed with the turfgrass manager in mind and sponsored by Elanco Products Co.

Published exclusively by Weeds Trees & Turf magazine as a 22-page supplement to its September issue, "A Guide to Landscape Management" promises to be a valuable reference you'll want to keep and refer to often.

The science of landscape management today is more planning ahead than reaction. With new technology, the landscape manager—nurseryman, golf course superintendent, landscape contractor, chemical lawn care applicator—must establish new standards by which to compare products.

"A Guide to Landscape Management" will help you more effectively select the right materials to make your job easier. A cooperative effort by the staff at Elanco and the editorial staff of Weeds Trees & Turf, this special supplement will get you started toward beautiful landscapes.

Look for it in next month's issue of Weeds Trees & Turf.
Rubigan is the best value for dollar spot, and it effectively controls fusarium blight, snow mold, stripe smut and is active on large brown patch when used with a Daconil 2787® tank mix.

Four years of field use show excellent control of dollar spot—even resistant dollar spot, at only 10-14 cents per 1,000 square feet per day of control.

For gradual reduction of Fba annua use cumulative rates of 2-3 oz./1,000 square feet and proper management practices. With Rubigan, you can maintain disease-free Fba or gradually reduce it.

For more information, call your distributor or write:
Elanco Products Company
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Dept. E-456, Indianapolis, IN 46285, U.S.A
Rubigan®—(fenarimol, Elanco Products Company)
Daconil 2787®—(chlorothalonil, SDS Biotech Corporation)

Rubigan® controls dollar spot on greens, tees and fairways.

And you get more for your dollar.
mix he uses covers the Grasscrete well. However, he suggests that turf varieties with stolons, such as bermudagrass and St. Augustinegrass, may provide a more advantageous cover.

O'Keefe treats the turf in the Grasscrete area similar to other areas on the property. "Depending on the exposure, it may need a little more water," he says. "We use a broadleaf and it reacts the same as with other turf. It's worked out super for us."

The only drawback O'Keefe foresees is the possibility of having to remove the Grasscrete in order to fix the irrigation system underneath. "The area is so big that we have to have heads in the middle," he says.

Applications for Grasscrete include emergency vehicle access roads where aesthetics is a consideration, parking lots where stormwater runoff and/or aesthetics are considerations, and erosion control applications.

Grasscrete is installed by a nationwide network of specially-trained and equipped contractors licensed by the Bomanite Corp.

Grasscrete, "the only option in lieu of concrete or asphalt," as it looks installed at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Laguna Niguel, Calif.
This tall fescue blend brings you the best of all 3 varieties.

Triathalawn turf-type blend is the best tall fescue seed available. Olympic has earned a reputation as hard wearing, finer leaved, drought tolerant turf variety. With the inclusion of the new generation Apache and Bonanza cultivars, Triathalawn combines the best of the old and new. Triathalawn promises to be the sports, park and home turf of tomorrow. Make Triathalawn a part of your plans today!

Triathalawn is produced and marketed by Turf-Seed, Inc.

Triathalawn turf plot, 5 weeks after planting, Hubbard, OR.

Turf-Seed's Blue tag program.
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Rain Bird introduces pair of rotors
Rain Bird has incorporated an efficient diaphragm valve design in its new 91DR and 95DR rotors for maximum performance. Because they need less pressure and energy to operate than do traditional piston valve-operated rotors, the new rotors are more cost-efficient.

The full-circle 91DR and full or partial-circle 95DR have a flow rate of 28 to 78 gpm and an operating pressure of 60 to 120 psi. The double-nozzle rotors, which are designed for single-row applications, have a spacing range of 90 feet or more.

The rotors are available in valve-in-head electric with adjustable pressure regulation or Stopmatic capability. Circle No. 190 on Reader Inquiry Card

Bunton greensmower cuts down on thatch
Bunton 22- and 26-inch walk-behind greensmowers are now being used by golf course superintendents for greens where thatching is a problem.

The mowers have a powered brush mounted between the front roller and the reel to lift the grass before it is clipped. Clippings are then deposited in a metal or plastic catcher.

The brush is easily adjusted to coincide with the pitch of the bed knife. The height can also be adjusted and it can be disengaged for mowing without the brush. An optional verticut attachment for thatching is also available, but seldom required because of the action of the rotary brush. Circle No. 191 on Reader Inquiry Card

Reel mower designed for use on compact tractors
Huxleys' TR66 hydraulic reel mower, developed in Alresford, Hampshire, Eng., can be easily and quickly attached to or removed from a compact tractor.

The reel mower features a fully-independent hydraulic drive system for consistent performance, three individually pivot-mounted reels for even work on both level and undulating ground, and a low all-up weight for a minimum ground pressure, maximum stability, and optimum weight distrib-

Clean Fast, Save

Tough sweeper scrubs
TENNANT® 186 sweeps 6 times faster than pushbrooms; covers 34" path, up to 18,000 square ft./hr. Heavy steel wraparound bumper; reinforcing throughout. Powerful brush/vacuum system for nearly 100% dust control. Converts to scrubber in minutes. Removes grease, dirt, oil, other spillage — in one pass. Choose 8 hp gas, LP, or quiet 24 V. battery. "Type EE" available. Circle No. 150 on Reader Inquiry Card

Sweep tight areas
TENNANT® 215 cleans 46" path, 70,000 square ft./hr. More than 20 times faster than hand methods, 4 times faster than walk-behind models. Compact, maneuverable for cleaning congested areas. Excellent dust control. Multi-level hopper dump optional. 8 hp gas or LP engine or 36 V. battery power. Circle No. 151 on Reader Inquiry Card

Free catalog
shows complete line of sweepers, scrubbers, grime-removing scarifiers, floor finishes, finance plans, and productivity boosters. Circle No. 152 on Reader Inquiry Card

Free demonstration: no obligation.

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-328-5727 EXT. 768K
MINNESOTA: 800/742-5685 EXT. 768K

TENNANT

Circle No. 152 on Reader Inquiry Card

Free demonstration: no obligation.